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ABSTRACT

Primary thyroid lymphoma (PTL) is a rare disease, accounting for 5% of all thyroid malignancies. Diffuse B-cell
lymphoma (DBCL) is the most common type of PTL, about 50–80% of PTL is DBCL. The case of an 81year-old
female, known case of diabetes and heart disease, is presented with large neck mass on the left side, pushing the
airway and not associated with B symptoms. On examination, 9 cm neck mass detected on the left side and no
cervical lymph nodes. CT scan showed left sizeable soft tissue mass measures 8.7 cm, compressing the trachea.
Fine-needle aspiration (FNA) was inconclusive, and the biopsy revealed DBCL, which indicated PTL. PTL originated
from B cells, especially DBCL, there is no consensual therapeutic scheme for PTL; each case must be evaluated
and treated separately. Treatment included surgery or Radiotherapy to achieve reasonable local disease control,
combined with chemotherapy for control spread disease, and improving the outcome. The five-year Over-all survival
(OS) for PTL in the literature range from 35% to 100%. PTL considered to be tough to diagnose in the preoperative
period; Each case diagnosed with PTL should be evaluated and treated separately, depending on the staging after
the diagnosis. Well-organized care and, combined modalities revealed effective management.

KEY WORDS: Primary thyroid lymphoma, Diffuse B-cell lymphoma, Radiotherapy, chemotherapy.
INTRODUCTION
Primary thyroid lymphoma (PTL) is an unusual disease; it
is mainly occurring in middle age and female predominant
(Walsh 2013, Graff-Baker2010). Thyroid malignancies
have 5 % PTL; whereas, Extranodal lymphomas have
7 % PTL. (Widder 2004, Stein 2013) B-cell lymphoma
(DBCL) is common in PTL; it accounts for 60–80%. (Gupta
2005– Thieblemont 2002, Onal 2011). It is very curable
disease, therefore early detection and correct treatment
is essential (Gonçalves 2018).In the past, before the
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introduction of FNA biopsy, surgical resection was the
mainstay treatment for thyroid lymphoma (Graff-Baker
2010, Meyer-Rochow 2008). Later the role of surgery has
reduced as resection of thyroid is no longer required for
diagnosis, histopathological evaluation supplemented
by Immunohistochemistry (IHC) is the gold standard
for the diagnosis of PTL (Kakkar 2019). It is challenging
to diagnose primary thyroid lymphomas because of
their rare occurrence (Acar 2109), and its management
requires the involvement of an interprofessional team of
specialists from different departments (Kesireddy 2020).
Several studies reported improved outcomes in PTL
with the combined modality of both radiation and
chemotherapy (Vardell2019, Onal 2011, Watanabe 2011).
It still remains unclear what optimal treatment methods
should be adopted with PTL patients.In this study, we
report a case of primary thyroid lymphoma confirmed
on histology, presented at the multidisciplinary tumour
board at King Abdul-Aziz university hospital in Saudi
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Arabia and treated by bimodalities chemo-radiotherapy
as well we reviewed the relevant literature in order to
summarize the management scheme of PTL.
Case Presentation: Eighty-one years old female known
case of Diabetes (DM)and, heart disease on medication,
there was no family history of thyroid cancer neither
previous neck irradiation. She presented with a
considerable neck mass on the left side; it was rapidly
progressing in size for the last six months, pushing the
airway. She complains of dysphagia mainly to solid
food; subsequent fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC)
performed from the thyroid gland; and, it was negative
for malignancy, followed by Excisional biopsy on 24-22018, which showed high-grade B cell lymphoma, consist
with DLBCL.Bone marrow biopsy was done on 4-4-2018
and revealed no malignancy.
Diagnostic assessment: Neck ultrasound on 14-2-2018
It showed; enlarged left thyroid lobe; measuring 9.3 x4.6
x 5cm and replaced by a sizeable heterogenous mass
with no calcification. The right thyroid lobe appears
homogenous, with normal vascularity, no nodules, or
masses.
CT Scan of the Neck on 22-2-2018: It revealed; a large
infiltrative left thyroid lobe mass with an area of necrosis.
The mass is extending superiorly; to the level of the hyoid
bone. It is reaching the thoracic inlet inferiorly by 1.3
cm below the sternal notch. The tumour measured 8x8.7
x6.4 cm.; and compressing the trachea, with narrowest
diameter measures 0.9 cm. Figure 1a and b. No cervical
lymph nodes determined in the CT scan.

Biopsy on 24-2-2018: Showed Diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma, the tumour cell CD20 positive and, CD10, CD3
negative. Staging works up (CT chest and abdomen) were
negative for metastasis. Although (PET) scan is essential
at diagnosis, particularly in patients with (DLBCL),
unfortunately, we don't have a PET scan at our centre.
Follow-up and Outcome: The patient received six
cycles of chemotherapy (CVP and rituximab), the last
chemo was on 23-10-2018 followed by radiotherapy
(RT) treatment, a total dose of 36 Gy/18 fractions,
2Gy per fraction, delivered using three dimensional
conformal Radiotherapy. The clinical target volume
(CTV) was encompassing the whole thyroid. The patient
completed radiotherapy treatment on 26-12-2018 with
no significant toxicity or treatment interruption. On
follow up by clinical exam, and computed tomography
(CT) scan; we noticed a decrease in size of the neck
swelling. CT neck after chemotherapy showed interval
disease regression. The mass measured 3.5 cm x 2.5cm.
Ultrasound neck on follow up,25-09-2019 showed left
thyroid lob measures 1.5 x0.5x1.3 cm. No recurrence
or metastasis detected in our case during the followup period; we assessed the patient both clinically and
radiologically. figure (2)

Figure 2: CT Neck on follow up, showed no recurrence.

Figure 1a,1b showed an axial neck computed tomography
images demonstrate a large ill-defined mass infiltrating
the thyroid gland.

Discussion
Typically, the thyroid gland does not include lymphoid
tissue and most PTL are non-Hodgkin's lymphomas,
whereas Hodgkin lymphoma and T‑cell NHL are
rare, (Chen 2014). PTL is accountable for 2.5% of all
lymphomas, (Alzouebi 2012), (Campo 2006). PTL has
four types; include diffuse large B-cell lymphoma
(DLBCL), marginal zone lymphoma (MALT), follicular
lymphoma (FL), and Extranodal small lymphocytic
lymphoma, (Derringer 2000).Diffuse B-cell lymphoma
(DLBCL) is the most common type of lymphoma in
general, (Katna 2013). DLBCL is usually composed
of sheets of atypical lymphoid cells has an irregular
nuclear membrane, and granular chromatin, with round
nucleoli and scant cytoplasm, (Cozzolino 2016). Several
studies have documented that Hashimoto's thyroiditis
(HT) histologically seen in 90% of cases of PTL (Widder
2004), is due to the presence of lymphocytes in HT, and
the chronic antigenic stimulation, which predisposes
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malignant transformation of these lymphocytes, (Green
2006, Kossev 1999). It is very challenging to distinguish
Hashimoto's thyroiditis from PTL on fine-needle
aspiration (FNA), (Pasieka 1998 and Chai 2015).
PTL presented as a painless thyroid mass that enlarged
and caused symptoms associated with the compression,
such as dysphagia, hoarseness of the voice and, dyspnea,
(Wirtzfeld 2001). Diffuse neck swelling recognized
during the physical examination; neck ultrasound and
CT scan. (Katna 2013) Ultrasound is considered an initial
diagnostic modality for PTL; By ultrasound findings,
PTL can be classified as a nodular, diffuse, or mixed
subtype (Ota 2006); however, it is difficult to distinguish
PTL from other thyroid diseases. Wang identified in his
study that positron emission tomography-computed
tomography [PET scan /CT] is a practical image which
could distinguish between PTL and chronic thyroiditis,
the SUV max was substantially higher; and, the CT
density was lower in PTL in comparison with chronic
thyroiditis, (Nakadate 2013 Wang 2014).
Ultrasonography plays an important role in monitoring
and follow-ups after chemotherapy in patients with PTL,
(Li 2019). The gold standard for diagnosing PTL depends
on biopsy, which has higher diagnostic accuracy, and the
management depended on histology, patient performance
status, and co-morbidities (Sharma 2016). Fine‑needle
aspiration (FNA) has an essential role in diagnosing PTL,
with an accuracy of 25%–90% (Gupta 2005, Nguyen
2005). Still, it has a limited effect to differentiate between
thyroid lymphoma, and thyroiditis, which results in
increased false‑negative outcomes from sampling error.
Sangelli et al documented 4 out of 10 cases MALT
thyroid lymphomas discovered by using FNA biopsy
in comparison to six out of 7 cases of thyroid DLBCL.
(Sangalli et al 2001). Core biopsy is more sensitive than
FNA, and still required for confirming the definitive
diagnosis of PTL(Vigliar 2013, Sarinah 2010).
Further testing is needed such as flow cytometry, which
examines CD markers and improves sensitivity and
specificity; (Adhikari 2015). DLBCL has negative CD19-,
CD20-and positive CD45-; while MALT lymphoma
has CD5-, CD10-, and CD23-negative; and CD19+,
CD20+, (Higgins 2008). Recently a study by Travaglino
et al identified clinical features associated with high
pathological grade in primary thyroid lymphoma
includes Age≤55, female sex, lymph node involvement,
compressive symptoms and absence of lymphocytic
thyroiditis (Travaglino et al., 2020). Once the PTL
diagnosis is confirmed by otolaryngologist and the
pathologist, the radiation, medical oncologist, and an
endocrinologist should participate in the case; further
workup and treatment should begin immediately,
(Kesireddy 2020).
Treatment option includes surgery, radiotherapy,
chemotherapy, and combination treatment with
chemotherapy and radiotherapy, (Foppiani 2009).
No significant prospective studies are showing the
BIOSCIENCE BIOTECHNOLOGY RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS

therapeutic approach of PTL; most physicians intend
to do multidisciplinary loom. The management of
patients with PTL varies according to histology and
the stage of the disease; therefore, the concern, in this
case, was to differentiate PTL from secondary thyroid
lymphoma (STL). The primary thyroid lymphoma
common in females, occurs in older women between
6-7th decades, (Pedersen1996). Patient presented with
rapidly enlarged painless mass that associated with
cough, hoarseness, dysphagia, dyspnea, and pressure
symptoms, (Derringer2000). Where as the secondary
thyroid lymphoma it occurs in the middle-aged
population around 42 years, mostly disseminated disease
metastasized to the thyroid and has a higher mortality
rate in contrasting with primary thyroid lymphoma which
occurs in early stages disease, (Takashima 2000).
The majority of cases diagnosed with stage IE (30–66%)
or stage IIE (25%–66%).(Graff-Baker 2010, Stein2013,,
Onal 2011, Campo2006, Watanabe2011). Only 20 %
present with advanced stage IIIE and IVE disease.The
staging of PTL performed according to Ann-Arbor
classification. (Table 1)(Carbone 1971). Our patient staged
as 1E with no B symptoms and Lymphoma International
Prognostic Index (IPI) Score=1, (Amy2020).
Table 1. Ann-Arbor classification
Stage 1E Confined to the thyroid gland
Stage 2E Locoregional lymph node involvement in
addition to
thyroid gland
Stage 3E Involvement of lymph nodes located on both
sides of
the diaphragm
Stage 4E Disseminated disease
A: Absence of symptoms
B: At least 10% body weight loss over six months, fever
without an infection over 38 degrees, recurrent night
sweating.
PTL is highly sensitive to radiation; it is responding rapidly
to combined modalities with induction chemotherapy
followed by involved-field radiotherapy. (Alzouebi2012,
Yahalom2015).RT dose, treatment field, and technique
vary, the doses range from 36Gy to 45Gy depends
on volume and residual post-chemotherapy and the
intent of treatment. (Yahalom2015, Kakkar 2019). They
used involved field by including the whole thyroid
with or without regional lymph nodes, either with 3D
conformal, or intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT).
In our case, 36Gy used as the patient was elderly.The
chemotherapy that used are usually the same chemo as
in Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma, CVP (cyclophosphamide,
vincristine, prednisolone), and;CHOP (cyclophosphamide,
doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisolone), and R-CHOP.
(Miller1998). Rituximab is immunotherapy (monoclonal
antibody) agent which often added to chemotherapy,
acts against CD20, and showing a promising result in
managements of DLBCL in the form of improved diseasefree and overall survival, (Nakadate 2013, Coiffier 2002,
Pavlidis 2019).
Thyroid Lymphoma: A Case Report
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Our patient received six cycles of chemotherapy (CVP and
rituximab); since she had a cardiac disease, and CHOP
is known to induce cardiotoxicity in elderly patients
who appeared to be at higher risk, (Limat 2003). Several
studies have reported that PTL has an excellent prognosis
when treated with combined modality, 5-year OS, and
DFS in Ha et al. was 64% and 76%, (Ha et al 2001).
Further literature by Matsuzuka et al.; reported eightyear over-all survival (OS) 100%for patients who treated
with chemo and, radiation, (Matsuzuka et al 1993). Doria
et al.; showed that combined therapy had significant
improvement in local control over a single modality
treatment (surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy) and
lowered the relapse rate, (Doria et al., 1994).
The majority of the literature on PTL presented as case
series and case reports, with paucity of retrospective
studies for this disease. However recently the National
Cancer Database (NCDB) reported a large retrospective
study on PTL; the results showed patients who were
treated with multiagent chemotherapy, have the best
survival of all treatment modalities. Surgical resection
and radiation therapy both show a significant survival
benefit, (Vardell, 2019).The prognosis of PTL determined
by disease subtype and histology. (Sakorafas 2010)
There are several factors predict a worse prognosis
in PTL, includes, age greater than 80 years, advanced
stage, size of the tumor more than 10 cm, rapid tumor
growth, (mediastinal do worse), and elevated LDH,
(Tupchong1986, Aozasa 1986 Onal 2011, Kesireddy
2020).
We calculated the International Prognostic Index (IPI)
score for this patient and, it was 1, 4-year progressionfree survival is 80 %.( Sehn 2007).The life expectancy
for DLBCL in 5 years is 75% and in MALT lymphoma
is 96 %. The recurrence classically appears within the
first four years. Life expectancy by stage in five years is
86% for stage 1E, stage 2E is 81 %, and 64% for stage
3E-4E (Graff-Baker 2010). A study by Vardel et al. (2019)
revealed that the median survival of PTL is 11.6 years
and, five years overall survival (OS) is 75%. Although
the rarity of PTL; it considered to be a curable condition
with any histological subtype. Rituximab provided an
excellent outcome in most cases; our patient achieved a
complete response with no complication, (Coiffier 2002).
Our case also showed that tissue biopsy was the tool
for the confirmation of PTL, which revealed DBCL inaddition to the clinical presentation and, the-radiological
features of PTL, while FNA was negative for malignancy.
PTL is easily misdiagnosed therefore, it’s very necessary
to analyze the diagnosis methods and treatment strategy
of PTL to clarify the guide of diagnosis and treatment,
(Wang 2020).

Conclusion
Primary thyroid lymphoma is an uncommon disease and
considered to be tough to diagnose in the preoperative
period; however, it is curable with suitably overall survival.
Each case diagnosed with PTL should be evaluated and
treated separately, depending on the staging after the
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diagnosis, which influences the treatment. Our case
report revealed effective management with combined
multiagent chemotherapy and radiotherapy treatment.
PTL has a good prognosis if the patient received wellorganized care from all the specialists promptly.In the
future, extensive studies are required to standardize
the therapeutic approach; and establish ideal PTL
treatment guidelines, furthermore we should consider
comparing treatment modalities of chemotherapy alone
vs chemoradiation.
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